


M'bell S.AS is a company founded in 2013, dedicated to the import and 
marketing of beauty products specializing in women's hair care.  

Currently the company has presence in the main cities of the country, 
having its focus of action in the department of Antioquia. 

 
NIT: 900606809-8 

Adress:  Carrera 50 # 29ª-39 Bodega  145 



In M'Bell we are innovation, we deliver the power of beauty to our value groups, 
generating superior returns that allow us to be sustainable over time. 

Our Philosophy 

Vision 

In 2025 M'Bell will be positioned in the national market, making 
presence in the United States with its own brands, generating 

profitability and sustainability that guarantee its permanence over time 
and the quality of life of its stakeholders. 



Our brands 

Every Strand 

Made in USA 
Deep Hydration Line, special for the internal repair of highly 

damaged hair. 

Every Strand, defined as a multicultural brand, designs products 

for the needs of different types of hair 



Our brands 

Body Drench 

Made in USA 

Body Drench, a brand with more than 30 years in the professional market. Favorite among 

salons and spas. 

Rapid absorption instant tanners, leaving a natural 

tanned natural color to the skin. 

Removes makeup, soothes and refreshes the skin. Perfect 

for face, eyes and lips. 

MICELLAR 3-IN-1 CLEANSING WATER  



Our brands 

Salon Express 

Made in Colombia 

Producto de exportación 

Line Care Color 

Hair loss line 

Professional hair brand specialized in treating 

different hair conditions. 

Hairstyle and hair 

fixing line 

Nourishing Repair line 

Duck Embryo Line 

Non-Rinse Amino Acids 

Line 

Therapy Line, 

for maximum 

hydration 



Our brands  

Salon Express 

Express Line 
Salon Gold Line Salon Line Finished line 

Made in Colombia 

Producto de exportación 

For professional use, with 

dual height bristles to allow 

a better grip. Anti-slip 

handle and tuft. 

References: LE-101, LE-102, LE-  

103, LE-104, LE-104 G, LE-105, LE- 

105 G, LE-106, LE-BOLSO 

References: LSG-301, LSG-302, LSG-  

303, LSG-104, LE-304 

References: 500,600,700,800,900 References: LS-201, LS-202,  

LS-203, LS-204, LE-204 

Professional brushes 

For professional and 

domestic use. 100% natural 

nylon bristles. And ultralight 

wooden handle 

Line of professional use for the 

finalization of hairstyles. Ideal 

for exfoliation of the scalp. 

For professional use, resistant 

to high temperatures. Anti-slip 

handle and mixed bristle with 

boar hair 



Our brands 

D´VENE 
Creams and body gels formulated with natural ingredients, 

which protect and care for the skin.  

Rich in vitamins, ideal for all skin types. 
Made in Colombia 

Producto de exportación 

Exfoliante Almendras Avena Vitamina E Clasico Natural Avena Leche y Aloe Almendras 



Our brands 

PROFECTIV 
 

Made in EEUU 

Smoothing system that offers the best quality at the best 

price, with products that recover hair and prevent breakage, 

prolonging the smooth effect. 

Just for me 

Made in EEUU 

 
Line for infant hair care, gently 

cleanses and moisturizes hair, giving 

a strong and healthy result 



Our brands 

Ardell 

Made in EEUU 

It offers several styles of eyelashes, to adapt to the mood, personality and lifestyle of the user. They 

have become essential accessories, beauty enhancers preferred by millions of people. 

Duo 

The DUO brand belongs to American International Industries and began to 

take off in the 70s. The secret "is not in the eyelashes, but in the 

adhesive". 



Our brands 

Youthair 

Made in EEUU 

Restores hair color, using protein infused with 

melanin, to gradually reduce the gray appearance of the 

hair 

... Youthair is used by thousands of men and women in the world, who seek to feel always young ... 



Our brands 

Others brands 

Made in EEUU 



Our brands 

Mundial 

Made in Brazil 

Flex scissors 

Brand with 120 years of 

experience in metal 

products, with a line 

specializing in the care 

of hands, feet and hair. 



Colora 

Our brands 

Carta de color 

Made in EEUU 

Organic coloring and a protein balm that revitalizes your 

hair, giving it a tonality without sealing it. 

Colora illuminates and 

highlights the hair, leaving it 

shiny and elegant. Does not 

contain ammonia or peroxide 



Our brands 

P.M.B 

Made in Spain 

Children's cologne, fresh soft and natural like the skin of the baby. Made 

with high quality natural essences, giving the skin a pleasant feeling of 

well-being 



Our brands 

BYPHASSE 

Made in Spain 

International cosmetics brand that is characterized by having high quality 

products at an affordable price. The brand offers solutions for all skin and 

hair types.  

Hair Line Body line Facial Line 



Our brands 

DEMERT 

Nail Enamel Dryer 

Made in EEUU 

Professional hair sprays 

Demert marks 50 years in the market, manufacturing 

products of the highest quality at low prices 



Our brands 

LOVE  LEE 

Made in  Panama 
Love Lee has created a wide range of products to make hair look 

healthy and easy to handle. It will also protect you from the 

environment and the abuse of chemical products. 

NAZCA 

Made in Brazil 
Nazca Cosmetics, founded 28 years ago, dedicates to understand 

and satisfy the clients and customers wishes and needs through 

innovation, research and development of new products. 



 Specialized stores in Beauty and personal care products. 

 

 Hair salons 

 

 Beauty schools. 

 

 Neighborhood Distributors 

Our customs 



BEST 

REGARDS 


